Kinematic Outcome Measures using Target-Reaching Arm Movement in Stroke.
This study aimed to quantitatively investigate upper extremity motor performance and disclose the abnormality of motor control induced by stroke. Ten patients and ten healthy subjects were instructed to perform target-reaching tasks at nine difficulty levels, and coordinates of the shoulder, elbow and tip of the index finger were recorded. Age-matched control performed significantly better than patients, as indicated by lower movement time (MT) and normalized jerk score (NJS) and higher peak velocity (V peak), percentage time to peak velocity (PTPV), fuzzy approximate entropy (fApEn) and relative joint angles correlation (RJAC); also, significant effects of difficulty on all parameters except RJAC and fApEn, were observed in two groups. There were significant correlations between PTPV and Fugl-Meyer assessment for upper extremity (FMA-UE) and between RJAC and FMA-UE at certain difficulty levels. The stroke-related differences could be explained by the increase in intrinsic neuromotor noise, and the difficulty-related differences may be related to extrinsic neuromotor noise. The increase in either noises could result in a degradation in motor control. The significant linear relationships between some kinematic parameters and the clinical score suggested that the kinematic parameters could be applied as quantitative outcome measures in the clinic in the future.